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Overview
The purpose of this guide is to share the methods and experiences of WalkWorks – a program that is being
implemented in Pennsylvania to increase opportunities for and to encourage physical activity through the creation of
a network of walking routes within the built environment. The guide is intended to assist communities interested in
adopting or customizing features of WalkWorks, based on the environment in which they seek to implement a like
program.
WalkWorks consists of three main components: the development and designation of walking routes, the promotion
and support of walking groups and the adoption of policies related to active transportation in the built environment.
Each component is addressed within the guide. While the guide addresses successes and challenges encountered by
WalkWorks partners, such are not intended to be all-inclusive as we acknowledge the unique characteristics and
environments of different communities. We hope that users of the guide will gain from the methods that have been
employed and the resources that can be found in the appendices, accompanying this document.

Background
WalkWorks is a collaboration of the Pennsylvania Department of Health Bureau of Health Promotion and Risk
Reduction (PA DOH) and the University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Public Health Center for Public Health
Practice (hereinafter referred to as “the University”) with funding from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC). WalkWorks was originally created under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act in 2009-10.
Funding for the current program began in July 2014.
With the ultimate goal of improving the health status of the population, WalkWorks aims to increase opportunities for
physical activity by implementing evidence-based strategies that yield walking in the community as a safe and
accessible pursuit. Briefly, this is being accomplished through the creation of a network of fun, fact-filled communitybased walking routes of 1-2 miles and providing social support through free group-led walks. The geographic areas in
which WalkWorks is implemented have been selected by relying on multiple data sources (school BMI, low income and
school performance profile). In general, the populations of these areas experience high rates of obesity and related
chronic diseases such as diabetes, heart disease, cerebrovascular disease and some cancers.
Additionally, WalkWorks aims to promote policy change through case studies and policy briefs. The research and
development of such documents will help to lay the foundation for and to promote ongoing policy discussion regarding
the benefits of physical activity and active transportation options in Pennsylvania. In the end, WalkWorks shall work
to amend existing policies, as well as to develop new policies and plans to ensure that active transportation – humanpowered transport (e.g., walking, bicycling, using a wheelchair) – receives equal attention as that of motorized vehicles.
The efforts of WalkWorks to influence policy are addressed, later in this document.
To achieve the objective of increasing opportunities for physical activity, the University has sub-contracted with
community-based partners in each designated geographic area – providing them with financial support, promotional
materials, guidance documents and ongoing technical assistance. It is the community-based partners that implement
the walking routes and corresponding walking groups in their respective communities. A new tier of “affiliates” has
recently been created. These affiliates will develop walking routes and be afforded promotional materials and
technical assistance as well, however, they do not receive financial support. This document will detail the process by
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which CBPs and affiliates are engaged and work to achieve the objectives of WalkWorks – a methodology that could
be replicated in or adapted by any community aiming to improve population health.

“WhatWorks” for WalkWorks
This section of the guide presents the essentials for developing WalkWorks followed by steps to implement the
program. While it defines “whatworks” for WalkWorks, notes of distinction and suggestions to the reader are
italicized. As illustrated in the logic model on the following page, the conduits of WalkWorks are the CDC, PA DOH,
the University and community-based partners and affiliates. The activities and intended outcomes, listed on this
model, are discussed in this section of the guide. For purposes of this guide, partners and affiliates are considered
equivalent – unless otherwise noted.

Development
o PA DOH receives funding through the Preventive Health and Health Services Block Grant from CDC and
contracts with the University to manage the day-to-day operations of WalkWorks. In addition to the salaries of
the state-level program coordinator and staff of the University, annual sub-awards of $12,500 are provided to
the CBPs to carry-out their responsibilities. To-date, the grant has facilitated the engagement of partners for
two-year periods. The average partner uses its funds for personnel (and assumes approximately five hours per
week for the lead staff person, if there is more than one), travel (mainly, to visit the communities in which its
routes are located – often significant distances from one another – and conferences) and supplies. Based on
policy, funds may not be used for promotional items (e.g., pedometers, water bottles).
At a minimum, you will want to obtain funding to compensate a program coordinator; the amount would be
dependent on your objectives with regard to the number of partners you plan to engage and routes you plan to
implement. Having an individual who is paid to focus on and oversee the program will ensure greater success
than recruiting a volunteer. That said, some partners of WalkWorks budgeted and, later, decided against
compensating walking group leaders. At the present time, no partner had elected to pay group leaders.
As previously mentioned, affiliate members of WalkWorks do not receive funding. In fact, it is the affiliate tier
for which this guide was originally conceptualized. Affiliates are organizational entities interested in
implementing the program, though are willing and able to do so on a smaller scale with fewer deliverables. For
example, while encouraged, affiliates are not required to establish stakeholder groups; they are asked to create
1-2 walking routes, rather than the three required of CBPs during their first year in the program. The University
supplies affiliates with promotional materials – print and signs – as well as technical assistance. There is an
application process to become an affiliate; see Appendix A for the notice used for “round one.” Since that time
(November 2015), WalkWorks has become increasingly known and has been approached by numerous
communities wanting to become part of the network. Thus, the procedure to solicit interest and select affiliates
may be modified as the program prepares to add affiliates in the fall of 2016.
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Illustrating the Process of WalkWorks
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o Selection criteria for community participation have been established and applied by PA DOH. The criteria
include epidemiologic-related data, as well as the interest to ensure synergy with another state-funded
project pertaining to physical activity and healthy nutrition environments in the school setting. In the case of
WalkWorks, the areas in which the program is implemented correspond to school districts; note that these are
geographic designations and are not intended to define the actual partner.
Based upon the designated geographic areas, the University seeks partners it determines to have the interest
and capacity to carry out the program tasks. The University initially explores the presence of a “community
health partnership” (former state-funded entities); two of the current partners fall into this category. Other
partners include: county planning departments; a county health department; a hospital network; an
educational institution; and a borough. Each has unique attributes. While county planning departments are
positioned to bring more resources to the program than some other partners, health-related organizations
often have, as part of their missions – especially those which have developed or been involved with the
development of community health needs assessments – a goal to reduce obesity and/or chronic diseases and,
thus, are actually charged with implementing activities similar to WalkWorks to accomplish its goals. What is
essential is that the partner knows and understands the needs of its county and is willing and able to
effectively engage members of its communities.
If your funder does not establish criteria for selecting communities in which to implement your program, you
will want to do so with the endorsement of your stakeholders or a steering committee. Data that you might
want to consider include, though are not limited to: County Health Rankings, which reflect health status
indicators and health behaviors, the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey and US Census Data.
o Critical to the success of WalkWorks is the open communication between the PA DOH project officer and
program director at the University. Scheduled telephone conferences recur every two weeks with
intermittent calls and email. Just as essential is the communication between the University and CBPs. Again,
bi-weekly telephone conferences are held with each partner and the program director for the University.
Depending on your funding and the aspects of WalkWorks that you wish to replicate, the level of
communication should be commensurate with the expectations of partners or affiliates. For example, monthly
– rather than bi-weekly calls – are held with affiliates since they are not funded and the expectations are fewer
than those of the partners. Note, however, affiliates receive and have access to all general correspondence
and documents offered to CBPs and are in contact with the program director as frequently as they choose.
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Implementation

(Note: The table, above, illustrates the division of tasks as WalkWorks is structured; the details of each follow below.)

o Community- Based Partners – As previously mentioned, an initial step for WalkWorks is to identify and secure
CBPs. In all cases, to-date, the program director has visited with organizational representatives of the potential
partners and physically explored the designated areas in which walking routes are to be established. Assuming
there is agreement, subsequent to the visit, a letter is sent by the organization to the University, documenting
its interest in participation. Letters are submitted by both partners and affiliates. The letter outlines the
expectations of the partners or affiliates and the University; see Appendices B and C for sample letters and
tables of deliverables, respectively.
o Stakeholder Groups – CBPs are expected to establish stakeholder groups for the purpose of receiving advice on
potential routes, help with identifying walking group leaders, assistance with local decision makers (e.g.,
obtaining access to and support of elected officials of a borough in which a route is proposed, dissemination of
policy-related documents) and other decisions to be made throughout the duration of the partnership. The
stakeholders should be aware of and represent the values and aspirations of the communities they represent. It
is suggested that stakeholder groups include representatives of, though not be limited to: business, education,
local government, healthcare, health insurers, non-profit organizations, municipal and/or county planning,
public health and transportation. See Appendix D for the stakeholder group template provided to the CBPs.
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Additionally, you might want to reference the “How To’s” at the end of the appendix to this guide; included are
suggestions on maximizing the potential of stakeholders, administering a doodle poll and conducting effective
meetings.
o Potential Walking Routes – The partners are responsible for selecting potential walking routes, based on
guidelines provided to them; see Appendix E. Briefly, criteria for identifying potential walking routes include,
though not necessarily be limited to, the following parameters:
 Located in the built environment;
 Between one and two miles, accessible to all ages and abilities;
 Circular in that the start and finish are the same;
 Accessibility of parking;
 Presence of sidewalks;
 Safe street crossings;
 Speed limits of 35 miles per hour or less; and
 Points of interest along the way.
Again, each of the above parameters is described in more detail in the Guidance for Selecting Potential Walking
Routes, Appendix E.
Essential to the sustainability and success of your route(s) is community involvement. Invite key decision-makers,
such as locally elected officials and county planners, representatives of your metropolitan or rural planning
organization, pedestrian/bicycle coordinators and/or district managers of the department of transportation, and
members of the community to suggest potential routes and/or join you on a walk of the route(s) that you (with
input from your stakeholder group, if you have one) are considering. Invite those accompanying you to provide
input with regard to their perceptions of the walkability – i.e., the safety and security of routes. See examples of
checklists to use to obtain input: http://www.walkableamerica.org/checklist-walkability.pdf and
http://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dch/built-environment-assessment/pdfs/builtenvironment-appendix-d.pdf.
One WalkWorks partner elected to send letters to all boroughs and townships within the county describing the
purpose of the program and soliciting interest in participation. To assess capacity and commitment, responding
boroughs and townships were asked to address their interests in walking and improving health, to describe how
they would engage their communities, whether they would be able to identify strong walking group leaders, the
likelihood that WalkWorks signs would be permitted to be installed along the route(s) and other matters
reflecting their ability to implement the program. Based on initial analyses of the responses, telephone
interviews were conducted and, subsequently, in-person discussions were held. This method yielded early and
substantial “buy-in” and is expected to result in concrete sustainability. Note: This method has been employed
by a county planning office having the benefit of resources to complement those it is afforded through
WalkWorks.
o Walkability/Safety Assessments – Subsequent to potential routes being suggested, using the above-referenced
criteria, WalkWorks employs a three-prong approach to assessing the walkability or safety of routes: a
preliminary field view; the actual physical assessment; and reporting on the recommendations. The reviewer
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should be advised of the location of each route so that he or she can look at it using Google Earth, prior to an
actual visit. Based on preliminary working maps, field views of the potential routes are scheduled with the
WalkWorks representatives and local partners so that each option can be evaluated. Safety is the most
important consideration. Once a final route is selected a more detailed safety assessment is conducted. See
Appendix F for a document, entitled, Performing Walkability/Safety Assessments and Appendix G for a sample
report of recommendations.
Ideally, a transportation engineer, professional transportation planner or other qualified individual should be
engaged to conduct the safety assessment. These individuals may be found at a school of engineering, if one
exists in your area, or a local engineering firm. Another possibility is the Local Transportation Assistance
Program (LTAP) – administered, in Pennsylvania, by the PA Department of Transportation. WalkWorks has been
fortunate in its ability to subcontract for services through the School of Engineering – Center for Sustainable
Transportation Infrastructure at the University of Pittsburgh, the Institute for Rural Health and Safety at Indiana
University of Pennsylvania as well as be afforded the services of LTAP to conduct several of the assessments at no
charge.
o Walking Groups – Guided walking groups are a key component to the WalkWorks program. Research provides
strong evidence of the effectiveness of community-level programs that build, strengthen or maintain social
support. According to the CDC, social support has increased the time spent in physical activity by approximately
44 percent and the frequency of physical activity by approximately 20 percent. Some of the ways walking
groups can help members are by:

 Providing a set time and place to walk;
 Providing accountability – knowing that someone is expecting them to walk helps with





self-motivation;
Providing companionship and making the time spent walking go faster;
Giving and receiving encouragement from other walkers and the group leader;
Promoting the fact that walking is a low-risk activity; and
Offering security – walking with a group can reduce safety concerns.

Each partner is expected to develop a plan to implement walking groups. To assist, WalkWorks has developed a
step-by-step guide to creating community-based, sustainable walking groups (largely based on “An Action
Guide” of the Partnership for Prevention and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: Establishing a
Community-Based Walking Group Program to Increase Physical Activity among Youth and Adults) as well as a
template for the plan; see Appendices H and I.
As indicated in the guidance, upon confirmation of their routes, it is important that the CBPs seek, appoint and
train walking group leaders – individuals who will help to build and sustain successful walking groups.
Characteristics to look for in someone to serve as a walking group leader include, though are not limited to
reliability, motivating, fun, inclusive, knowledgeable about the benefits of walking and an interest in one’s
community. In essence, the group leader serves as an ambassador of the program. Guidelines and resources
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to assist individuals in their roles as walking group leaders can be found in the WalkWorks Group Leader Guide.
In addition to leading group walks, WalkWorks depends on the leader to recruit walking group members,
distribute Participant Packets (described in the following bullet), and ensure that new members complete
registration forms. In most cases, the leader transfers the forms to the CBP who, then, submits the forms and
completes and sends quarterly activity reports to the University. In some communities, these partners ask that
the group leaders complete and submit the reports. See Appendices J and K for the registration form and
quarterly report template utilized by WalkWorks. Note that the registration form, which is available in Spanish,
includes a liability waiver. It is the group leader’s responsibility to ensure that members are aware when walks
are scheduled. If routine walks are rescheduled, the group leader is expected to post changes to social media or
utilize the group’s agreed upon method of communicating such information. See the “How To” section of the
Appendix for suggestions on motivating a walking group as well as how to utilize social media for your program.
In some cases, recruiting walking group leaders has been a challenge. As suggested elsewhere in this guide,
stakeholders and other community leaders should be relied upon to suggest individuals. Involving them and
others early in the process, such as when you are beginning to identify potential routes, can generate ideas
regarding who might be qualified group leaders. One WalkWorks partner has elected to “advertise” for leaders
by placing flyers in businesses and various workout locations. Depending on your community, funding and
availability and interest of individuals willing and able to serve, you might consider a small stipend for your group
leader(s). In the case of WalkWorks, one CBP did budget for such and, later, found that it was not necessary;
sufficient numbers of individuals volunteered.
The frequencies with which the groups walk vary. In the case of one route, two group leaders rotate morning
walks – five mornings per week – and the same route has a group, led by a third person, that walks five evenings
per week. The latter group often has dinner together at a locally owned restaurant, on the route, one evening per
week.
While the formation and, in particular, the sustainability of walking groups has been challenging in some of the
communities, partners have met with success when engaging with “intact” groups – such as knitters, garden
clubs, senior housing and afterschool programs (which include both parents and their children). There are infinite
themes that group leaders can elect to use to keep the walks interesting to members, such as fitness walks
whereby walkers walk with wrist or ankle weights, “New Year Resolutions” walks and sibling challenges. See
Appendix L for a list of other possibilities.
o Promotion of Program – One of the expectations of the WalkWorks CBPs is to promote the program. They are
provided signs and a variety of print materials by the University to inform their communities about the walking
routes and walking groups. Print materials consist of:
 Brochures;
 Participant Packets (which contain maps and points of interest for each route, a personal
activity log and tips and benefits of walking);
 Posters; and
 Family Flyer (specifically for distribution at area schools).
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Appendix M presents the print and signage options. The partners have the opportunity to request the
numbers of each option they deem are warranted for their communities and corresponding routes. It is the
partner’s responsibility to receive permission for and the physical installation of the signs. Thus, partners are
encouraged to address the matter with local officials, prior to ordering signs.
In addition to the above, the partners are requested to promote the program on a countywide accessible
website, which could be that of their own organization or one with whom they partner, as well as utilize
social media. Facebook is an extremely valuable tool for the walking group leaders to post information, such
as cancellation of a walk due to weather or communications (as long as the walking group members are
aware to look at the site). See the “How To” section of the appendix for suggestions with regard to using
social media to promote your program.
Partners are provided with templates for press releases at the time of walkability assessments, as well as at
the time of kick-off events. They have the flexibility to amend and disseminate the releases to the media
outlets they deem appropriate for their communities.
WalkWorks partners have shown significant creativity with regard to engaging or partnering with other
organizations, which help to promote the program. A few examples include: being present or having
brochures at healthy cooking demonstrations, speaking at garden clubs and collaborating with Y’s and
hospitals to hold kick-off events. In addition to helping to promote WalkWorks by offering T-shirts or other
promotional items, which helps to promote a hospital’s image, there is another reason to reach out to
hospitals. Most non-profit hospitals have developed community health needs assessments (CHNAs) and, to
maintain their tax exempt status, are responsible for implementing activities that address those needs
deemed to be of high priority. Almost every CHNA has an objective to reduce the prevalence or rates of
obesity and/or chronic diseases; WalkWorks is a perfect “activity” to incorporate into their plans.
o Policy – An essential component of WalkWorks is policy. Throughout the grant period, it is expected that the
University will provide education to support the amendment or development of policies supportive of physical
activity in the built environment as well as of enhancing opportunities for pedestrian transportation. Among
the initial means to accomplish such, a number of case studies and policy briefs have been and will be
developed. For example, given research has shown that residents of walkable communities often have better
health outcomes, an increasing number of communities are incorporating health elements into their policy
decisions. “Health in all policies” is a concerted approach used by decision-makers from various sectors to
ensure public policy positively impacts the health of constituents. In the case of WalkWorks, the focus of our
policy brief is the importance and value of institutionalizing health considerations into decision-making with
specific focus on physical activity, emphasizing the need to adopt a paradigm whereby individuals of multiple
disciplines contribute their expertise; see Appendix N.
While the case studies and policy briefs are developed by the University, it is incumbent upon the CBP’s to
assist with dissemination in their respective communities – either by addressing the topic and the document
with local decision makers or arranging for the University to do so. In the case of health in all policies, the
brief has been presented to county planning commissioners, an active transportation forum that consists of
planners from 14 counties as well as decision makers within all of the counties in which WalkWorks is
located. It has also been posted by organizations such as the Pennsylvania Chapter of American Planning
Association, the Southwest Planning Commission and other related organizations.
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In an effort to achieve the overall goal of improving the health status of the population, in addition to the
case studies and policy briefs, there are other opportunities to influence policy. For example, many
subdivision and land use ordinances include sidewalk requirements; they, also, include circumstances under
which developers are able to apply for waivers. WalkWorks is working with counties and municipalities to
modify the allowances for waivers so that more sidewalks are put in place. Another opportunity is the
development of “complete streets” policies. Such policies call for streets to be designed and operated to
enable safe access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and riders of public transit of all
ages and abilities. Complete streets make it easier to cross the street, walk to shop and bicycle to work.
WalkWorks and several of its partners are preparing to introduce such to local decision makers. Note that
the policies are only effective if there is a corresponding plan to implement them.
o Technical Assistance – Because WalkWorks is in the fortunate position to receive funding, resources are
available to provide ongoing technical assistance. Such support is offered through, though not limited to:
design, development and provision of print materials and signage; relevant templates; holding conferences to
which all partners are encouraged to attend; substance for posting to websites; and bi-weekly calls.

Closing
Finally, it is acknowledged that most readers will not necessarily have the advantage of funds to implement as
widespread and comprehensive program as WalkWorks. However, it is our hope that this document is of assistance
to those who wish to implement any or all of its components. If you have any questions pertaining to the
WalkWorks program and/or the contents of this document, please do not hesitate to contact us at
pawalkworks@pitt.edu. Additionally, there is a plethora of resources from which to gather ideas and information,
such as:
o America Walks, a national organization leading the way in making America a great place to walk by providing
a voice for walking and walkable communities with federal agencies; offering strategy support, training and
technical assistance to statewide, regional and local organizations; and serving as a convener of numerous
organizations: http://americawalks.org/;
o Every Body Walk! Collaborative, a partnership of national, state and local organizations, federal agencies,
businesses and professional associations committed to developing and implementing collective approaches
that can return walking to a valued, cultural norm for all Americans: http://everybodywalk.org/ ; and
o MapMyWalk , a site on which you may track your activity, log your meals: http://www.mapmywalk.com/.
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GUIDANCE FOR THE SELECTION OF POTENTIAL WALKING ROUTES
Upon a decision to implement WalkWorks in a specific municipality, consideration is given to several
potential routes. Criteria for selection of such routes should include, though not necessarily be limited
to, the following general parameters:
o
o

o
o

o

o

o
o

Built Environment – The ideal route should be located so that it is accessible to as many users as
possible and include infrastructure, such as sidewalks.
Route Distance – A route of 1-2 miles is desirable as it is neither too long or too short and, thus,
amenable to walkers with a range of mobility and stamina. Those who wish to walk a further
distance may elect to walk the route multiple times or, perhaps, there will be a reasonable
extension that they choose to walk.
Circular Route – A route that begins and ends in the same location allows for persons who walk in
groups to congregate and complete the route in a common location.
Accessible Parking – Parking should be close to the beginning/end point of the route for walkers
who may drive to use the route. These facilities should be public parking lots such as libraries,
municipal buildings or other public buildings. When a route is selected for a walkability (sometimes
referred to as a “safety” assessment), permission to use such parking facilities should be requested.
Presence of Sidewalks – As indicated above, it is much preferred to have sidewalks along the entire
route. In the case of a short distance without a sidewalk, it is important that there be a safe
alternative for pedestrians to walk, such as a wide shoulder of a road or a flat area adjacent to the
street (e.g., an unpaved path).
Safe Street Crossing Locations – One of the most critical safety considerations is where the route will
cross streets. Intersections with traffic signals are the safest type of traffic control for pedestrians to
cross. The most desirable crossing location is at an intersection of a two-lane roadway. The crossing
of a four-lane road should only be considered if there is a traffic signal. Crossing streets between
intersections should be avoided and only considered as a last resort. The safety of a crossing can be
evaluated during initial screenings of the potential route(s).
Speed Limits – Selected routes should have speed limits of 35 miles per hour or lower. Higher
speeds might be acceptable for crossings of roadways or short sections of the route.
Points of Interest – Interesting destinations along the route will make the walking experience more
desirable. Historical buildings, public art displays, parks and libraries are just a few examples. It may
be that the destinations are not directly on the route, although just a few minutes further on the
road. Signage along the route may indicate the distance to destinations, thereby providing walkers
with the information, should they elect to visit – during or after a walk.

The selection process of potential routes is an opportunity to engage the community – elected officials,
planners, representatives of neighborhood associations, and other individuals or organizations. In
addition to learning their perceptions of the routes, it is an opportunity to establish interest and support
in the program, receive suggestions for walking group leaders and get a commitment to assist with
placement of signs. See Appendix G, Walkability/Safety Assessments, for more discussion.
June 2016
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PERFORMING WALKABILITY/SAFETY ASSESSMENTS
In an effort to ensure safety, an assessment of the proposed walking route(s) should be performed
before being selected and established. A transportation engineer, professional transportation planner,
or other qualified individual should be engaged to conduct the assessment. Qualified individuals may be
found at a school of engineering, if one exists in the area, or a local engineering firm. Another possibility
is the Local Transportation Assistance Program (LTAP) – typically administered by a state’s Department
of Transportation. WalkWorks has subcontracted for these services through the School of Engineering –
Center for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure at the University of Pittsburgh and the Institute for
Rural Health and Safety at Indiana University of Pennsylvania as well as been afforded the services of
LTAP to conduct several of the assessments at no charge.
o

Preliminary Field View of Potential Routes
The initial step of the assessment is a “field view,” which is often done on more than one potential
route. The reviewer should be advised of the location of each route so that he or she can look at it
using Google Earth, prior to an actual visit. The reviewer’s field view of each potential route should
include the following considerations:







Walk the Route – Each potential route should be walked by the reviewer to determine whether
there are any outstanding safety issues as well as whether there is a preferred direction to the
route. If not done when identifying potential routes, this is an excellent time to engage the
community. Consider inviting elected officials, municipal planners, and the public-at-large to
walk with the reviewer and encourage them to provide input; you might want to do this,
especially, if there are multiple routes under consideration. Invite them to share their
perceptions of the walkability – e.g., the safety and security of a route, the presence of points of
interest:
 Do they consider the route to be safe? For example: Is there too much traffic; do they
believe they could be seen by drivers?
 Is it a comfortable route? For example: Is the sidewalk wide enough to walk 2-3 abreast; do
bushes block one’s vision when looking left and right when crossing the street?
 How interesting is the route? Are their locations of historic interest along the route or
within reasonable proximity?
To make it easy for everyone, provide participants with a checklist on which to document their
input. For examples: http://www.walkableamerica.org/checklist-walkability.pdf and
http://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpao/hwi/downloads/walkability_audit_tool.pdf).
Photographs – The reviewer should capture photographs during the walk to reflect each
segment and crossing of the proposed routes. Particular consideration should be given to the
pedestrians’ sight distance at each crossing.
Condition of Sidewalks and Crossings – The general condition of sidewalks, crossings at
intersections and locations of traffic signals should be noted.
Parking – The review should take into consideration the accessibility and adequacy of parking
that would serve the walkers of the route; 5-10 parking spaces will suffice for most routes as
some people will car pool or walk to the start of the route. Traffic activity of the parking area is
an important factor; if options exist, you will want to avoid a heavily trafficked parking area.
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Points of Interest – The field view should take into account and compare (if considering
multiple routes) the presence of points of interest along potential routes. If all other things are
equal, you might elect a route with more interesting destinations than one without any at all.

Request the reviewer to provide you with a brief summary (perhaps, 1 page) of the field view,
highlighting safety issues and/or the attributes of the route(s). Such shall assist you with determining the
feasibility of each route and, if contemplating more than one, the merits of one route over another. In
the interest of safety, it is possible that the field view will yield suggested modifications to the proposed
route(s) or find that a route is not acceptable. After this initial field view, a final safety assessment will
be performed for the selected route(s).
o

Conducting the Safety Assessment
The purpose of the assessment is to ensure the safety of pedestrians. It should result in a report
that includes recommendations, if needed, to improve safety along the route. While the report
should be shared with municipal officials and/or planners in draft form, it is best to keep such
individuals informed throughout the process.
Enhancement recommendations can be categorized as minimum improvements and recommended
improvements. Minimum improvements are measures that are determined to be needed to
establish each route; these recommendations are generally signing and pavement markings, which
can be implemented relatively easily with minimal expense and within a short timeframe.
Recommended improvements are measures that will further improve the safety and convenience of
the route. The recommended improvements will require more extensive infrastructure changes,
such as traffic signal upgrades. Ideally, a review will be exclusive of recommended improvements.
Whether minimum or recommended improvements, it is important to be sensitive to the
circumstances of smaller communities as the recommendations can be perceived as burdensome
beyond what a municipality has planned to do and/or has budgeted to do.
Prior to conducting the on-site assessment, the following information should be obtained:




Map – A more detailed map of the route, than the one prepared for the preliminary field view,
should note the location of critical points such as speed limits, crosswalks and other traffic
control and warning devices. Evaluating the route through a GPS street view is one method to
help prepare the map and consider those features that need to be examined in more detail
during the assessment.
Roadway Ownership and Volume – Ownership of each roadway along the route is critical
information needed so that you know, in advance, from whom you should share the results of
the assessment as well as to whom you might be requesting approval in the event that
recommendations are made. This information will, also, be important if/when requesting
permission to put signage along the route. Note that it is possible for the roads of one route to
be owned by different entities (e.g., the municipality v. the state). In Pennsylvania, road
ownership information can be obtained from the most current Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation (PennDOT) type 10 maps. Average Daily Traffic (ADT) information can also be
obtained from PennDOT maps.
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Future Transportation Projects – Plans for future projects should be obtained as such can
impact the route’s safety features. In Pennsylvania, this information can be obtained by
contacting PennDOT’s district bicycle/pedestrian coordinators.
Condition Diagrams – If the proposed route crosses a signalized intersection, the traffic signal
condition diagram should be obtained from PennDOT. This will allow the reviewer to verify the
operations of the traffic signal in relation to pedestrian safety features. The pedestrian crossing
times at the signal should be verified by field timings and compared to the timings on the
diagram.

During the on-site assessment, the following should be observed and noted for inclusion in the
report:
 Presence of sidewalks, including their dimensions and conditions;
 Buffers between sidewalks and streets;
 Roadway widths, especially shoulder widths if an on-road walking route is being considered;
 Speed limits;
 Traffic control at each intersection;
 Sight distance at crossings;
 Presence of crosswalks;
 Pavement markings at crossing locations; and
 Current pedestrian warning or regulatory signage.
The above is not an all-inclusive list, though is intended to provide an overview of data to be
collected. Upon completion, a report should be prepared detailing the route, the results of the
assessment and recommendations. In order to prepare the recommendations, the following types
of analyses are recommended if applicable to the route:










Pedestrian Crossing Times at Signals – If the route crosses at a signalized intersection, the
minimum time for a pedestrian to cross should be observed and compared to the time allowed
by the signal. If an adjustment is needed, it should be recommended.
Sight Distance Evaluation – The minimum required sight distance should be calculated and
compared to the field measured available sight distance. If it is not acceptable, an alternative
route should be considered.
Mid-Block Crossing Evaluation – If a mid-block crossing is being considered, criteria for such a
crossing should be considered; in the case of Pennsylvania, PennDOT has established criteria.
The criteria consider volume of the roadway, number of lanes, and sight distance. As suggested
in the selection criteria (Appendix E), mid-block crossings should be avoided, whenever possible.
Minor Street Stop Sign Installation – If a crosswalk is recommended, consideration should also
be given to installation of a stop sign on the approach. A study must be conducted, prior to
installing all way or multi-way stop signs on a major street.
Multi Way Stop Sign Analysis – If it is determined that an all-way stop control is needed to
enhance safety, a warrant analysis must be performed to determine whether the intersection
meets the criteria. This may involve the collection of crash data, traffic volumes and sight
distance evaluations.
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Note: If the on-site assessment identifies serious safety issues, even before the report is
prepared, you may want to alter the route.
o

Preparing the Report
After the on-site assessment is completed and the supporting analysis has been performed, the
reviewer should provide you with a report. It is important that the report be labeled as “Draft” until
such time as you have reviewed and shared it with those you deem appropriate. Among those you
should consider sharing the report are your stakeholders and/or advisory committee and municipal
officials. You want the support of your stakeholders, as well as any community members who
participated in the initial walk/preliminary assessment and, thus, it is important that they are aware
of the recommendations being made in the report. It is highly recommended that you meet with
municipal officials, planners and/or representatives of the DOT (depending on ownership of the
roadways) – i.e., those most likely responsible for addressing any recommendations to address the
report. Even if enhancements to the route are not necessary, if you plan to place signs along the
route, the same individuals are in positions to either approve or deny installation of the signs.
Generally, the assessment reports for WalkWorks have been organized to include the following:










Introduction
Background of the WalkWorks Program
Evaluation of Potential Walking Routes
Field View of Potential Walking Routes
Selected Route for Assessment
Walking Route Assessment
 Current Transportation Conditions
 Recommended Route Enhancements
Summary and Conclusion
Analysis and Details for Recommendations

Note: Maps and photographs (e.g., illustrations of locations where a crosswalk is recommended) are
included in the report. See Appendix F for a sample assessment report.

June 2016
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Introduction
The purpose of this report is to provide a walking route assessment for routes in the Hollidaysburg
Borough located in Blair County. The following sections of this report provide background on the
WalkWorks program, which funded this evaluation, and the investigation conducted by the Center for
Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure at the University of Pittsburgh. Specific recommendations are
provided to improve walkability in the selected study areas to promote active transportation and improve
safety.

Background on the WalkWorks Program
To increase opportunities for physical activity, the Pennsylvania Department of Health partnered with the
University of Pittsburgh Graduate School Of Public Health Center for Public Health Practice to create a
network of fun, fact-filled community-based walking routes and walking groups. This network, a program
called WalkWorks, is implemented in school districts that were selected by comparing multiple data
sources (school BMI, low income and school performance profile) and measuring capacities of the
community to sustain the program. WalkWorks encourages sustainable physical activity through the built
environment, social supports, and healthy lifestyle behaviors. Walking groups promote physical activity
via the walking routes in each county.
In addition to social supports and physical activity, WalkWorks promotes policy change via policy briefs,
which consolidate national and state recommended and evidence-based policy, and environmental
approaches. These strategies lay the foundation in Pennsylvania to promote ongoing policy discussion
around the benefits of physical activity and provision of walking facilities in communities to facilitate such
activity and enhance transportation options.
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Selected Route for Assessment
Detailed assessments of two routes were conducted by a field visit to Hollidaysburg Borough on
November 17, 2015. The field visit involved walking the proposed routes with the community partner
and assessing potential safety issues associated with designating the route for walking groups. Two
routes, one with a length of 1.63 miles and the other with a length of 1.11 miles, were selected that
were located in the built environment. Another criterion for the selection of the routes was a public
parking location for users at the beginning of the route. After the field visits, recommended
improvements to address safety issues were developed. The following provides a description of the
walking routes that were selected for the assessment.

Hollidaysburg Borough
Hollidaysburg is a borough in Blair County, Pennsylvania. The population was 5,791 at the time
of the 2010 census. The borough is served by the Hollidaysburg School District. Walking route
A for Hollidaysburg, starts from Allegheny Street adjacent to the Blair County Court House,
runs west along Allegheny Street to North Montgomery Street turns right, runs north along
North Montgomery Street to Walnut Street turns right again, runs east along Walnut Street to
Penn Street then turns left, runs north along Penn Street to Hickory Street turns right, runs east
along Hickory Street to Hedge Street and makes the return journey. The return journey runs
south along Hedge Street to Spruce Street turns left, runs east along Spruce Street to Bella Street
turns right, runs south along Bella Street to Allegheny street turns right, and runs west along
Allegheny Street back to starting point. Walking route A (or the Historic Hollidaysburg Route)
is a counterclockwise loop and is 1.63 miles in length.
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Walking route B (the Gaysport Route) starts from the parking lot of the Canal Basin Park, runs east
through the Canal Basin Park, continues along Canal Street to Plank Road turns right, runs west along
Plank Road to Bedford Street turns right, runs north along Bedford Street to Franklin Street turns left,
runs west along Franklin Street to Betts Street turns right, runs west along Betts Street to Newry Street
and makes a return journey. The return journey runs north along Newry Street to Bedford Street turns
right, runs east along Bedford Street to Franklin Street turns left back to the parking lot. Walking route
B consists of two counterclockwise loops and is 1.11 miles in length.
Landmarks of interest along both routes include the Blair County Court House and the Canal Basin
Park. The following map shows Hollidaysburg Borough.

The Historic Hollidaysburg Route, shown in the following map, begins and ends at Allegheny Street
adjacent to the Blair County Court House located in the center of the Hollidaysburg Borough. The
route utilizes sidewalks along the entire length.
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The Gaysport Route begins and ends in a Parking lot of the Canal Basin Park located in the south of the
Hollidaysburg Borough. The route utilizes sidewalks and the park trail along most of the length; only a
small section along Plank Road utilizes the roadway. The length of the walking route is 1.11 miles. The
route is shown on the following map:
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Historic Hollidaysburg Walking Route Assessment
Data was acquired from PennDOT, the field visit and the eco-counters for pedestrian volumes to determine current
transportation conditions along the route. The types of information that were gathered were: roadway ownership,
Average Daily Traffic (ADT), physical features of roadways including the speed limit, sidewalk presence and
condition, pedestrian crash locations, Average Daily Pedestrian Volume the sidewalks on the north side of Allegheny
Street and Average Daily Pedestrian Volume the sidewalk on the west side of Bedford Street.
Allegheny Street, North Montgomery Street, Walnut Street, Hickory Street, Hedge Street, Bella Street, Canal Street,
Plank Road, Bedford Street, Franklin Street, and Newry Street are local streets owned by Hollidaysburg Borough.
State Route 36 (Penn Street) is a highway owned by PennDOT. All local roadways and Route 36 (Penn Street) have
a speed limit of 25 mph. According to the data source for both travel directions on Route 36, it has an ADT of 12,645.
According to the count for both travel directions the sidewalk on the north side of Allegheny Street it has an average
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daily pedestrian volume of 542 and for both travel directions the sidewalk on the west side of Bedford Street it has an
average daily pedestrian volume of 56.
The pedestrian walking distance on Penn Street and Allegheny Street intersection and Penn Street and Walnut Street
intersection are 40 feet. According to PennDOT Publication 46, the calculation of total duration of walk interval and
pedestrian clearance time is 13 seconds. The existing total duration of walk interval and pedestrian clearance time is
17 seconds for both intersections. The traffic signals timing for both intersections are sufficient.

Recommended Route Enhancements
Based on the field view, the current walkability of Hollidaysburg Borough is very good. There are sidewalks at most
locations along the routes and crosswalks and appropriate warning signs at most crossing locations. Along the walking
routes, some recommendations to improve safety and utility of the walking route are presented, as described below.

Recommended Enhancements for Historic Hollidaysburg Route
1.

Mark a crosswalk crossing Church Alley. Also add a stop sign on the small road exit, facing the outbound
approach. This is the location where the walking route runs along the sidewalk on the east side of Penn
Street.
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2.

Mark a crosswalk at the south leg of Hickory Street and Clark Street intersection. This is the location
where the walking route runs along the sidewalk on the south side of Hickory Street.

3.

Mark a crosswalk at the south leg of Hickory Street and Jones Street intersection. This is the location
where the walking route runs along the sidewalk on the south side of Hickory Street.
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4.

Mark a crosswalk at the west leg of Walnut Street and Bella Street intersection. This is the location where
the walking route runs along the sidewalk on the west side of Bella Street.
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Recommended Enhancements for Gaysport Route
1.

Mark a shoulder area, four feet in width, along Canal Street from the current sidewalk where it ends to Plank
Road. This is the location where the walking route runs along the east side of Canal Street.
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2.

Mark a crosswalk at the north leg of Canal Street and Plank Road intersection. Also mark the edge of road
along north side of Plank Road, this should provide a four foot shoulder area. This is the location where the
walking route runs along the north side of Plank Road.

3.

Mark a crosswalk at the west leg of Franklin Street and Bedford Street intersection. This is the location where
the walking route runs along the sidewalk on the west side of Bedford Street.
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4.

Mark a crosswalk crossing the unnamed alley between Franklin Street and Bedford Street intersection and
Franklin Street and Beaver Street intersection. Also add a stop sign on the small road exit, facing to the
outbound approach. This is the location where the walking route runs along the sidewalk on the north side of
Franklin Street.

5.

Mark a crosswalk crossing the unnamed alley between Franklin Street and Beaver Street intersection and
Franklin Street and Betts Street intersection. Also add a stop sign on the small road exit, facing to the outbound
approach. This is the location where the walking route runs along the sidewalk on the north side of Franklin
Street.
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6.

Mark a crosswalk crossing the driveway from the parking lot between Franklin Street and Betts Street
intersection and Betts Street and Newry Street intersection. This is the location where the walking route runs
along the sidewalk on the east side of Betts Street. The driveway serves the apartment located on 221 Newry
Street.

7.

Mark a crosswalk crossing the small road between Newry Street and Beaver Street intersection and Newry
Street and Bedford Street intersection. This is the location where the walking route runs along the sidewalk on
the east side of Newry Street.
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8.

Mark a crosswalk at the west leg of Basin Street and Bedford Street intersection. This is the location where the
walking route runs along the sidewalk on the west side of Bedford Street.

Summary and Conclusion
The purpose of this report was to develop specific recommendations for Hollidaysburg Borough walking routes, to
consider safety measures that enhance walkability within the municipality. This report has recommended measures
to be considered for installation, including pedestrian facilities such as crosswalks, and traffic control devices such
as stop signs. Installation of all or some of these enhancements will promote walkability for each specific area and
contribute to improve health conditions for residents.
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